GENEALOGY: OF THE FAMILY "PEAT"
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This Genealogy dedicated to my Grandpa, Horace Ernest PEAT, who I remember whilst staying with him at his home at High Ham, Somerset, feeding us both breakfast on any day in bear, to my Aunts, Moe and Eve, and my Uncle Ted, who are all interested in the research but died before detailed information on their Grandfather Samuel and his parentage was found.

The family PEAT

The family seem to originate from Nottingham, & appear to have moved as a family from Nottingham to Woodhouse Parish, Nottingham, early 1800s. The first reference of a PEAT is in 1789, with a William PEAT, aged 70 m. 31/3/1810 Mansfield.

NOTE: Mansfield Woodhouse Parish Registers were Microfiched and were not scanned, there is some room for doubt where there is some room for doubt.

Most families only had a male heir, this is the case with many of the marriages who were all interested in the research but many graves would clarify matters, but many graves were illegible and had to be left blank.

A special thanks to my Aunts, Moe and Eve, and Uncle Ted, who were all interested in the research but died before detailed information on their Grandfather Samuel and his parentage was found.

Ralph PEAT (first of name)

4. William b. c. 1799 Mansfield, Dekdyth, bur. 7/3/1837 at Woodhouse Parish Reg. No 34, George PEAT & Margaret (nee Roach) PEAT, she was also married at NNW on the 1ST. aged 41, all of John Clary & Elizabeth Boodle,

Common Surname to be proved

1. Richard PEAT bap 2/6/1817 Woodhouse

2. Ralph PEAT Labbourn Quayman b 2/6/1815 Woodhouse

3. Ralph PEAT Labbourn, Blacksmith, bap. 26/9/1828 Woodhouse

Ralph PEAT c. 1799 Mansfield, Dekdyth, bur. 7/3/1837 at Woodhouse Parish Reg. No 34, George PEAT & Margaret (nee Roach) PEAT, she was also married at NNW on the 1ST. aged 41, all of John Clary & Elizabeth Boodle, but no reference in the Parish Register of Woodhouse Mauritius.

Marianne HART (div)

m. 21/9/1862

1. Stephen Eileen PEAT, bap. 10/3/1863 Woodhouse

2. Elizabeth MARIE PEAT b 1/2/1868 Woodhouse

3. Ralph PEAT bap 26/8/1866 Woodhouse

Samuel PEAT Batchelor, bap 8/9/1810 Woodhouse

m. 25/11/1846 Eliza JOHNSTON dtr of Ralph & Hannah PEAT, whilst all offspring of Ralph & Mary (CLAY), this requires to be checked. I have assumed she is the dtr of MW & Mary.

This Genealogy dedicated to my Grandpa, Horace Ernest PEAT, who I remember whilst staying with him at his home at High Ham, Somerset, feeding us both breakfast on any day in bear, to my Aunts, Moe and Eve, and my Uncle Ted, who are all interested in the research but died before detailed information on their Grandfather Samuel and his parentage was found.

The family PEAT

The family seem to originate from Nottingham, & appear to have moved as a family from Nottingham to Woodhouse Parish, Nottingham, early 1800s. The first reference of a PEAT is in 1789, with a William PEAT, aged 70 m. 31/3/1810 Mansfield.

NOTE: Mansfield Woodhouse Parish Registers were Microfiched and were not scanned, there is some room for doubt where there is some room for doubt.

Most families only had a male heir, this is the case with many of the marriages who were all interested in the research but many graves would clarify matters, but many graves were illegible and had to be left blank.

A special thanks to my Aunts, Moe and Eve, and Uncle Ted, who were all interested in the research but died before detailed information on their Grandfather Samuel and his parentage was found.